Brew & Review
November 25, 2013
3:00 – 5:00 PM

Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum
213 Talbot Street   St Michaels, MD 21663

This is the next in a series of Peer Review events organized by MAHM to bring Maryland museum professionals together for lively discussions on important topics in the field. All are welcome and encouraged to attend.

This Brew and Review will be a discussion and exhibition critique about CBMM’s *Navigating Freedom: The War of 1812 on the Chesapeake*. Offering a social history perspective, this exhibit integrates new research about slavery from a Pulitzer-prize winning author and the MD State Archives while utilizing a variety of interpretative methods including cultural mapping, audio interactives, a detailed diorama and as well as a 3-D virtual flyover of the region.

Come discuss this innovative project with Robert Forloney, the Director of the Center for Chesapeake Studies and the overall Project Director for this initiative.
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